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A MESSAGE FROM OUR CNE

Donna Wilmoth, 
MSN,RN NE-BC

Vice President Patient 
Care Services/ CNE 

Sentara Resource 
Allocation

System Wide 
Assignment Pool

Southside Regional 
Resource Pool
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Dear Sentara Resource Allocation Department Nursing Team,

It is my pleasure, as the Chief Nurse Executive, to present our first annual report.  This 
report provides an overview of all the hard work and wonderful support that this team 
provided in 2019.

We continue to make strides to support the system in providing staffing resources 
which , nursing retention, and improving quality care and customer satisfaction.   

• The Sentara System Wide Assignment Pool (SWAP) RNs, which support all 12 
Sentara hospitals, as well as the freestanding EDs, were able to provide 
112,512.65 hours of support.

• Sentara Southside Regional Resource Pool (SSRP) resource pool consisting of 
Registered Nurses who float between the four Sentara Southside Hospitals SNGH, 
SLH, SPAH, and SVBGH continues to grow.  With an average of over 30 nurses in 
the resource pool, covering most major nursing specialties, SSRP was able to 
provide almost 40,000 hours of direct care nursing assistance to these four 
hospitals in 2019.

The unit council goals for the year focused on shared decision making, education and 
quality audits, nurse resilience, safety, and team engagement.  The representatives 
implemented and participated in several initiatives for the members of the team 
leveraging technology to reach our mobile team members.  

Sincerely,

Donna Wilmoth, MSN,RN NE-BC



QUALITY AND PATIENT SENSITIVE MEASURES

HAI, HAPI, Falls, Patient Experience

Each year the Resource Allocation 
Department sets goals based on the 
facilities that we support.  The members of 
the team participate on many committees, 
projects, and teams in support of patient 
sensitive initiatives.  The leaders of the 
departments participate on the weekly 
falls, CLABSI, and CAUTI calls to be able to 
share best practices from around the 
system and trends noted.  

Chantae Young (Falls), Leeann Boyce 
(CLABSI), Van Mercado (CAUTI), Lindsay 
Betts and Raymana Evans (HAPI) served as 
our patient sensitive measure 
representatives in 2019.  As a 
representative they attended any 
symposium, meetings, and collaboratives 
that were held throughout the system.  
They were then responsible for sharing 
that information with the staff either at 
staff meetings, on the department 
SharePoint Site, or via email.  During the 
information sharing the representatives 
also have the responsibility of noting 
variances across the system and ensure 
that information is noted and if needed 
incorporated into the department 
education.   A great example of 
engagement and shared governance. 

“The team have also received several 
WOWs for HAPI prevention.  Here’s one 
example:

Amanda Thelen is being recognized for her 
care this week for her great assessment of 
room 343 sacral DTI! Thank you for 
bringing it to wound care's attention and 
avoiding a possible HAPI! “

The members of the team also are engaged 
with patient satisfaction. The SWAP 
department also started a tradition in 2019 
of selecting a team member of the quarter. 
SWAP RN out of the box thinking provides 
a soothing solution.

" Dorcas, thanks for going above and 
beyond to help our patient from the group 
home to stop crying in room 331. This 
patient was not assigned to you but you 
responded to her cry. I never knew Bruno 
Mars had such an effect on people. It is 
very challenging caring for patients that are 
non verbal and don't have a spokes person 
at the bedside. Taking the time out to 
assess the patient and soothing her cry 
with Bruno Mars was brilliant. I thank you 
for going beyond the call of duty to help 
our patient. Thanks for all that you do!!! " 
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Description SSRP YTD SSRP 2019 
Goal

Employee 
Incidents 2 Trend

CAUTI 0 2

CLABSI 0 2

HAPI 0 8

Inpt Falls w/Injury 1 11

Inpt Falls  1



QUALITY AND PATIENT SENSITIVE MEASURES

HAI, HAPI, Falls, Patient Experience

Quality data and clinical performance 
indicators is discussed at every staff 
meeting and is posted on the SharePoint 
site for review.  

Every Staff meeting starts with a safety 
success story or moment of excellence. 
Here is one example from the ED where 
paying attention is key in a busy 
department.

“Kelly Keilty was paying attention on a busy 
ER night and insulin was ordered in error 
for 119 units. Thanks for speaking up and 
catching the error prior to reaching the 
patient. " 

In 2019 the unit council assisted with the 
revision of the department chart audit tool. 
The chart audit tool allows for auditing of 
key nursing documentation focus areas  
that have been noted by DNV survey 
findings, brought forward by the unit 
council as documentation frequently not 
done per policy, or documentation post 
implementation of a new initiative or 
process.  Staff involvement in the review of 
the audit tool brought in key specialty 
experience, EPIC functionality experience, 
as well as variances for the leadership and 
audit team to be aware of when reviewing.  

The decision was then made for audit tools 
to be specialty specific (i.e. surgical 
services or behavioral health), to include 
standardized items for all (i.e. pain 
reassessment, POC), and that the audits 
would be done per quarter for all staff. 

The audits are a useful tool for 
performance improvement, individualized 
improvement, performance evaluation, as 
well as departmental educational needs. 
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

BSN Rates, Certifications, Transition to Practice Programs, NRP, ED Internship, Periop 101

To improve health every day and to be a 
continuously improving organization 
professional development is key.  

The SWAP and SSRP registered nurses are 
striving to always do better.  As leaders, the 
director and managers mentor and facilitate 
that process.

Sandricka Blount-Epps, MSN,RN chaired the 
Acute Care Adult Health Symposium for the 5th

year in a row. Charlene Bridges, MBA/HCM, 
BSN, RN, NE-BC, CPHQ, aPHR, Director for 
Resource Allocation Department was a speaker 
at the symposium this year along Julie Powers, 
RN SWAP.

The staff for SSRP and SWAP are encouraged to 
pursue certifications in their specialties as well.  
Congratulations to Terri Mohnacs for receiving 
her CEN, Lisa Bradshaw Orthopedic Nursing 
Certification, and Leanne Boyce Cardiac-
Vascular Nursing Certification.

SWAP has fifteen certified RNs and SSRP has 
eight.

In 2019 the department had several RNs to 
become nurse leaders or nurse practitioners.

Nurse Practitioners:

Antonio Hamlette

Stephanie Hilerio

Melanie Daniel

Managers:

Felicia Battiste

Tracey Thayer

Congratulations to the newly certified 
members of the team and to the new 
nurse leaders.  We are so proud of you all.
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(Front) Charlene Bridges, MBA/HCM, BSN, RN, NE-BC, CPHQ, aPHR
Director, Sentara System Resource Allocation

(Back) Sandricka V. Blount-Epps, MSN,RN

(Standing)  Resource Allocation RN:  Julie Powers, RN

Seated: Camilla Poulson, James Hermansen –Parker, Theresa Engbersen, Fraron Jusion

Terri Mohnacs, BSN,RN



PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

BSN Rates, Certifications, Transition to Practice Programs, NRP, ED Internship, Periop 101

The staff that work at several facilities have 
to ensure that they are kept up to date on 
policies and procedures as well as new 
pilots and equipment around the system.

One method of keeping up to date is the 
Tuesday and Thursday Policy and 
Procedure Review.  In 2019 over 40 
different policies and procedures were 
presented in the twice weekly 
communication.  The Resource Allocation 
Department education specialist Lorie 
Roderick puts together the communication 
two times a week for our department and 
also posts it to workplace and to the 
Passport USA RN workplace site as well.

Lorie and Sirena Sears also work together 
with Sandricka and Sheldron Worthy B.S., 
RN, Manager Regional Resource Pools to 
develop quarterly education plans for the 
staff and the annual multispecialty skills 
day that took place at the Simulation 
Center in 2019.

The 2019 Resource Allocation Skills Day 
took place on August 20, 2019 and was 
attended by over 90 RNs. The event was 
the second one held by our department 
and was multispecialty in nature with 
topics ranging from CAUTI Training-skills 
and check off, women’s health case study, 
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Peritoneal Dialysis, and vents.  We 
partnered with subject matter experts 
throughout the system, such as Debra Gillis 
and Bruce Meyer to make this day happen.  
Vendors even brought in equipment for the 
day.

During lunch the SWAP and SSRP team ate 
lunch with CVP and Chief Nursing Officer for 
the system Genenmarie McGee and Chief 
Nursing Officer for Resource Allocation 
Donna Wilmoth.

Resource Allocation Skills Day at Simulation Center 

Skills Day Town Hall and Luncheon – Genemarie McGee, MS, BSN, RN, NEA-BC 
Donna Wilmoth, MSN,RN NE-BC

Handoff and Bedside shift Report:
Sheldron Worthy, Emily Ibarra, Raymana
Evans, and Lisa Bradshaw



PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE
The SWAP quarterly employee award recognition 
was developed to recognize at least 1 exceptional 
team member a quarter. The WOW’s received for 
each quarter are shared with the team 
anonymously.  Each staff member has the 
opportunity to vote  for who should win the award 
and the winner is announced at one of our outings 
or during staff meetings.  That employee receives a 
small token of appreciation and certificate.  First 
quarter winners were Jennifer Via & Emily Craig,  
second quarter winner was Kelly Keilty, third  
quarter winner was Tiffany Lewis,  and the fourth  
quarter winner was Van Mercado.

The SWAP department received over 175 WOWs in 
2019.  Van Mercado has received numerous Kudos 
and over 10 WOWs in 2019.  One of the most 
detailed WOWs came from SMG which Van and 
some of our other SWAP nurses supported in 
addition to their regular hospital assignment.  

“I want to say how thankful we are for all the 
clinical assistance Van Mercado continues to give 
the SIM, Ltd office. Specifically, we have received an 
overwhelming amount of positive comments 
regarding Van.  His patient rapport, clinical skills, 
humor and temperament have been a welcome 
breath of fresh air at SIM, Ltd.  Van’s calm 
demeanor and welcoming personality calms the 
most testy of patients.  He is a terrific nurse and our 
organization is very fortunate to have hired 
someone that can be so versatile and adapt with all 
the changes. Every day we continue to get patients 
complimenting on Van's skills such as, “I never felt 
the needle”, to his kindness.  Patients are 
questioning if he will be with us forever but of 
course we have to tell them he has to go back to his 
home base.  He is the true spirit of the Caring 
Culture. Both Heidi and Danielle have done an 
amazing job as well. ”

Our team as also been recognized with 
several Daisy nominations throughout the 
system.  Marti Brooks won a Daisy at 
Sentara Martha Jefferson in 2019.  Here is 
Marti’s story.

One nomination read, "Marti Brooks has 
been supportive to me and my family. She 
has taken exceptional care of my husband, 
with love and devotion. We don't know 
what we would have done through this 
difficult time without her support. She was 
more than just a nurse. She was a kind, 
caring, compassionate friend to the entire 
family." A second nomination read, "Marti 
has gone above and beyond with the care 
of my Dad. She is constantly in here and 
updating the family along the way. She is 
very nice and makes you feel that no 
question is a stupid question." And a third 
nomination read, "I don't think we could 
have made it  through this difficult ordeal 
without her. She has been a Godsend to us. 
There need to be more nurses like Marti 
Brooks."
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Sandricka Blount- Epps, Marti Brooks, RN 

Sandricka Blount- Epps, Van Mercado, RN 



HEALTHY WORK ENVIRONMENT

Nursing Satisfaction, Retention, MOT Engagement, Magnet, Beacon, NICHE, DAISY

With staff working at multiple facilities and 
units at any given time, supporting a 
healthy work environment is essential to 
the success of our teams. Our Resource 
Allocation Managers regularly round at 
each facility and units where their staff are 
working. Providing updates, department 
huddles, and providing support for their 
staff. This rounding has proven to be 
beneficial in supporting Sentara and 
Hospital initiatives, and the SWAP/SSRP 
staff members.

Leadership rounding is a key piece to 
retention, while recruiting is a team effort 
that the nurses also embrace.  Lou was 
featured in our social media campaign and 
all of the nurses are our most ardent 
recruiters.
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Leadership roundsSWAP Ecosystem

OR Rounds
Sandricka Blount- Epps, RN, Lisa Bradshaw, RN 

Sheldron Worthy, RN, Roberto Fantauzzi, RN, 
Stephanie Fortenberry, RN

Lou Cochran BSN, RN 



HEALTHY WORK ENVIRONMENT

Nursing Satisfaction, Retention, MOT Engagement, Magnet, Beacon, NICHE, DAISY

One of the goals for the unit council in 
2019 was a focus on resilience.  The council 
members each chose a designated time 
period that they would post motivational 
information to encourage the staff titled 
“motivational Mondays.”  The team utilized 
technology in the form of the Workplace by 
Facebook ©  platform to reach all of the 
staff.  The use of Workplace has allowed 
the staff to connect and get to know each 
other’s faces and have the ability to share 
information.

The unit council team worked to promote 
fellowship and team bonding for all 
departments under resource allocation.  In 
2019 they organized to social events.  
There was a Spirit of Norfolk trip May 16, 
2019. The weather was great and the 
water was perfect.

In December the council held a Christmas 
party for the teams to celebrate and relax.  
It was a time to meet, mingle, and get to 
know each other.  Team events encourages 
the team to get to know each other better,  
builds trust, improves morale, and opens 
the line of communication so that when 
they have to count on each other in  the 
work setting it is natural and expected.
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Unit Council Monday Motivational

Spirit of Norfolk Nurse’s Week Celebration
Christmas Party
Stephanie Fortenberry and Sheldron Worthy



COMMUNITY OUTREACH
Local and World Community

Flu support

SSRP RNs supported Sentara’s Occupational 
Health Department with their annual 
employee flu vaccinations. Resource 
Allocation provided over 50 hours of 
support for this initiative with the help of 
Diamond Pouncil, Kathryn Prestera, Alison 
Lee, Samantha Lundin, and Allison Tucker.  
With over 25,000 Sentara employees 
needing to be vaccinated the additional 
nursing support provided was very much 
appreciated.

While some SSRP staff were helping here at 
home, other staff volunteered their time in 
other countries.  Ramsey Miller, a Labor 
and delivery RN in the Southside Regional 
Resource Pool, was beginning a nursing 
mission trip to islands in the Philippines, 
when she noticed a pregnant woman 
screaming outside of a hotel.  The woman 
was in labor and delivering her baby right 
there on the street.  When the baby came 
out, there was no cry.  Ramsey and a fellow 
nurse traveler immediately sprang into 
action and asked if they could assist.  The 
baby was blue.  The 2 nurses went to work 
on the mother until further assistance 
could arrive by cutting the umbilical with a 
tool borrowed from a security guard and 
helping the mother to deliver the placenta.

When the ambulance arrived, the baby was 
breathing.  Their quick thinking and 
willingness to help saved a life.  The efforts 
of these nurses  was broadcasted in the 
Philippines and then picked up by a United 
states news agency in Oklahoma where the 
charitable organization’s home base is 
located that organized the mission trip. 

Ramsey went to the Philippines to do 
community outreach in  the world 
community and saved a life.
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Kathryn Prestera, RN   Christina Jean- Jeune, RN
Sheldron Worthy, RN 

Ramsey Miller, RN 




